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Indicator: The district ensures that the change agent (typically the principal) is skilled in 
motivating staff and the community, communicating clear expectations, and focusing on improved 
student learning. (25)

District Context and 
Support for School 
Improvement

Taking the change process into account

Explanation: This indicator includes key competencies for a principal in a rapid improvement situation (restructuring 
or turnaround, for example). Although the competencies are certainly assets for a principal in any situation, they are 
critical when rapid change is in order.

Questions: How does your district determine if a leader possesses the competencies listed in this indicator? Is such a 
determination a routine part of your hiring and leader evaluation processes? 

Herman et al. (2008) pointed to a relentless focus on instruction as the key to school turnaround, but asserted that 
this focus must be prefaced by a strong signal that change was necessary, placement of competent and coopera-
tive personnel in the school, and quick wins to demonstrate that change was possible. The study also noted that the 
school district plays a big role in communicating the need and promise for change to the community, as does the 
principal. The successful principal in a rapid improvement situation is adept at communication, including both can-
did, open air discussions with the school community and informal conversations with key people in the school and 
outside the school.

Brinson et al. (2008) found the following leader actions get results in a rapid change situation:

Initial Analysis and Problem Solving

• Collect & Analyze Data 

• Make Action Plan Based on Data

Driving for Results

• Concentrate on Big, Fast Payoffs in Year One

• Implement Practices Even if Require Deviation

• Require All Staff to Change 

• Make Necessary Staff Replacements 

• Focus on Successful Tactics; Halt Others 

• Do Not Tout Progress as Ultimate Success
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Influencing Inside and Outside

• Communicate a Positive Vision 

• Help Staff Personally Feel Problems 

• Gain Support of Key Influencers 

• Silence Critics with Speedy Success

Measuring, Reporting (and Improving)

• Measure and Report Progress Frequently 

• Require all Decision Makers to Share Data and 
Problem Solve
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